
samples production grading patterns. . .

Plus Samples, Unit B1 Summer Court, 1 Maybury Gardens 
London  NW10 2NB

Tel.: 020 8930 83 08, e-mail: production@plussamples.co.uk
www.plussamples.co.uk

PATTERN GRADING PRICES
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Our grading charges are based on the number of pattern pieces and sizes. 
Minimum charge is for grading of three sizes and 1-4 pattern pieces, consistent grade; it includes pattern digitising, patterns plotted on a premium grade white paper 

and a digital file in DXF. RUL. format. There is a 10% surcharge for each size of unconsistent/jump grades.

Prices above are subject to VAT at current rate and valid from 01/05/2017 until further notice

Plus Samples is the trading name of Plus Samples Ltd
Registered in England  Reg. No.7364302

Plotting of repeat gardes or grading nests - £2.00 per metre of paper/£10 minimum charge.
Size charts - £15 minimum charge (up to 5 measurements), £3 per measurement thereafter.
Pre-production fabric costings £20 minimum charge up to 30 pcs, £1 per peace thereafter.

Techpacks £30.00 per hour for development work and consultations.
Garment production is charged at piece rate.

Any emergency or remedial work will attract 25% surcharge. 

OTHER CHARGES

First and Production patterns, Pattern Alterations - £30.00 per hour 
Toiles - £30.00 per hour (excl. calico). Calico (medium weight) -£3.50 per metre

First Samples and Repeat Samples - £30.00 per hour
Pre-production Samples -£30 per hour 

 Fitting Session -£30 per hour at the studio. Fitting Session outside of the studio - £50.00 per hour 

PATTERN MAKING AND SAMPLING CHARGES


